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OPIOID OVERDOSE PROTECTION: AN INEVITABLE NEED TO ADDRESS AN ALARMING EPIDEMIC

In 2015, opioids were responsible for the overdose deaths of more than 33,000 Americans, and nearly half of these deaths involved a prescription opioid. Deaths from prescription opioids have more than quadrupled since 1999, indicating an alarming and growing trend.1

To address this epidemic, manufacturers have been developing abuse-deterrent formulations (ADFs) of opioids designed to prevent the release of excess opioid when a controlled-release formulation is manipulated or to prevent the manipulation of a formulation for unintended routes of administration such as insufflation or intravenous (IV) administration. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has noted the importance of this initiative and in 2015 published a final guidance for industry specific to opioid ADFs.2 The FDA also launched the Opioids Action Plan, which includes a strategy to expand access to ADFs to discourage abuse.3

While currently marketed ADFs target the prevention of manipulation and administration of opioids by unintended (nonoral) routes, there are no available ADFs that specifically address the oral overingestion of intact opioids. Developing such technologies is challenging given that the full therapeutic dose needs to be bioavailable to the pain patient but excessive exposure needs to be minimized when higher than therapeutic doses are taken.

Technological approaches to developing overdose protection mechanisms vary. One approach is to introduce excipients that either limit release of the opioid from the formulation or limit its absorption when ingested in larger than intended amounts. A second approach is a prodrug mechanism that requires the opioid to be cleaved from the drug molecule by a physiological enzyme. With higher doses, the enzyme may become saturated and thereby limit exposure to the opioid. Currently, several manufacturers are developing technologies that may curb excess consumption of their opioid formulation. For example, one company is developing an overdose protection technology that relies on a pH-dependent polymer system for opioid release. Included in the formulation is an alkaline buffering agent. Under administration of single tablets, the gastric pH remains low and the release of opioid retains its immediate-release characteristics. However, when multiple tablets are combined, the pH of the gastric fluid in the stomach is increased by the buffering agent, resulting in a retardation of opioid release.4

Labeling claims for overdose protection technologies would presumably follow the current FDA guidance on abuse-deterrent opioids, with Category 1, 2, and 3 labeling claims from in vitro, pharmacokinetic, and human abuse potential studies, respectively.5 Currently, there is no guidance on the inclusion of safety data related to respiratory function for ADF opioids; however, at high doses, one would expect that respiratory function would be less depressed by an opioid with an overdose protection technology compared to a non-protected opioid. Therefore, a unique aspect of clinical ADF studies would be the inclusion of respiratory depressant effects as a safety measure. Such studies could examine respiratory function following single and multiple tablet administration. Based on past studies, noninvasive measures used to evaluate respiratory depression included an increase in end-tidal CO₂, a reduction in O₂ saturation, and/or a reduction in respiratory rate.6,7 Such studies would require a positive control (ie, opioid without overdose protection) and be conducted in an opioid-experienced population that could be exposed to opioid without a naltrexone cover (eg, non-dependent recreational opioid users).

Category 1 testing involves various chemical and physical manipulation techniques to determine if an ADF can be defeated. As reported by Setnik and Cone,8 in vitro testing of an opioid protection technology requires that the formulation be tested under conditions thought to warrant overdose protection (eg, combining multiple pills) and determining if there are physical/chemical methods to circumvent the protective properties.

Category 2 testing using pharmacokinetic studies can serve as an important proof-of-concept to demonstrate that the opioid is bioavailable at therapeutic concentrations but is blunted under circumstances of excessive consumption. It will be essential to test the technologies against various foods and drugs that may overcome the overdose protection. The nature and extent of these trials depends...
on the mechanism of the protection technology and the Category 1 in vitro results. For example, food effect studies would determine if there are differences in fed/fasted conditions under excessive oral administration. The types of food should also be considered (eg, CYP enzyme inhibitors to assess technologies that utilize enzyme inducers, beverages with different polarities and pH levels).

Human abuse potential studies are the basis of Category 3 testing that examines the effectiveness of a formulation in the recreational drug user population. For overdose protection, a relevant study would be oral administration under conditions of excessive consumption. Such a study may demonstrate that dose escalation can blunt opioid effects. Other routes of administration should be considered if the overdose protection technology includes barriers to deter intranasal and IV use.

Preventing the oral overconsumption of opioids is an important step in mitigating the consequences of opioid abuse and misuse. Currently, the technologies to circumvent excessive oral consumption are in development and are not available in any marketed ADFs. Such technology will have unique attributes that need to be appropriately characterized. All abuse-deterrent technologies can at some point be defeated as they are ultimately designed as a drug delivery system; however, it is important to keep in mind that these formulations are intended to provide incremental improvements over the existing formulations that have no barriers in place.
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